bodies of knowledge
CORPUS

Hasni

The occupation of the Somali embassy (by an undocumented rights activist,
himself undocumented) in the1980’s

Ola & Benson

Moshood Abiola: A life story and the strive for democracy in Nigeria

Hocine

Learning, between school knowledge and street knowledge

Chaïmaa,
Alisa &
Oumayma

A conversation on violence and aggression, and what to do when you’re a
witness

Ola

The importance of creating one’s own style

Martin

Stereotypes in sports and how to play with them

Ali

The Heyvaert Oasis: how to create green spaces in Cureghem

Smaïn

Healing yourself with plants when you live in the city

Shadia

The right of working in a non toxic environment, also when you are young

Jean-Bernard

Learning to look through drawing

Said

How learning a technical skill helped me leave Irak and discover Europe

Jacques

The Black Panthers Football Club: the history of the African-Caraiban-Pacific
team in Brussels

Ndack

Surviving and living with little money

Ophélie

How can school teach us to discover who we are

Lamarana

Learning through helping others: stories from a teenager

Mouhamadou

Dealing with structural discrimination

Rqia & Maria

For a more economical and ecological daily use of water

Ouzna

From mother to daughter, healing yourself with plants in Algeria

JeanBaptiste

Love with a big L and how to practice it

Kader

Squatting to survive in the city

Aissa

Between information and engagement: how to go fight against prejudice
as a journalist

Mustafa

The Homeless Cup: football as an anchor point of life

Mel

Meditating in your daily life

Sérigne

Boldness as a tool for resilience

Taoufik

Multiplying your sources for better information

Thibaut

How to inhabit empty spaces: the example of the old Atlas Brewery

Hanane

Defending our atypical child against educational isntitutions, as a mother

Yasmine

How to get out of a toxic relationship with social media?

Clara

Passing on family values from father to daughter, without speaking

Marie-Rose

Kikongo, the mothertongue as a way to reconnect with the past

Samia

For the good mental health of our institutions

Otman

How to”systemize” yourself as a newcomer (owning your mistakes)

Claudia

Fighting poverty through the collective

Soumaya

Being part of an extended family (and how to keep nurturing it)

Déborah

The pandemic as an opportunity to construct one’s agency

Fanny

Defending your visually impaired child against educational institutions

Katrien

Leaving the world’s noise behind and finding yourself through walking

Alice

Listening and learning from your friends to fight everyday discrimination
(practicing allyship)			

Georgia

For an inclusive discovery of the world (for people with and
without disabilities)

Rqia

It is endurance and courage that lead us to our independence

Saidou

Mauritania, the country of 6 communities and 1000 poets

Evariste

Africa, a customs officer’s perspective

Céline

Accessing the inaccessible: the voices of prisoners in closed centres

Maud

The female body caught in patriarchy: the example of endometriosis

Féé-niks

Dancing to free your body and society

Taoufik

The “Green March”: the last decolonial struggle of Morocco in Western
Sahara

Aicha

Caring for your body and your autonomy through breathing: a daily practice

Akissi

Akissi, a name to remember the Baule-Ashanti people

Philippe

Ornitology and wildlife at Parc Josaphat

Jolein

The wild pollinators of the Friche Josaphat

Anouchka

Love as a tool for activism

Sanaë

Born in the junk of the Marolles

Castélie

Forming a collectief, pooling rescources, rekindling desire

Valéria

Polyamarous living

Gabriel

Learning from your grandmothers: the oral transmission of memory

Lien

A different rhythm than the others: living with chronic fatigue

Pierre

Working with- and not against nature: making space for biodiversity

Souhaila

Hijabi and future teacher: teaching different history, differently

Katherine

Things are not how they seem, reality is different (living in El Salvador)

JeanBaptiste

The Radical Faeries: a sanctuary for queer people

Drissia

Slamming your young misfit voice “out of the box”

Avril

Regaining sensation after rape

Sarah

My family history (why I can’t go to a Catholic school)

Rafaël

How I was happy in life in Belgium and Ecuador

Mathias

How skateboarding changed my life

Swi

Happiness is...

Mina

How to cope with a bad day?

Janne

Burlesque: a dance where men don’t have the power

Zion

What life chooses for you

Lucasz

Acceptance, the biggest time saver

Klara Lièn

New Year’s in the Chinese tradition, and other familie rituals

Noemy

What do you do with all your imagination?

Marine

The technique of the white rabbit (dare to socialize)

Ismaël

How to defend yourself, physically?

Cassandra

How to stop police voilence

Rania

Stopping to “overthink”

Patrick

Introduction in to the Manga industry

Christelle

Why to love yourself

Zayn

Speaking from the wisdom of my 22 years

Gisele

How to resist the abuse of power?

Laura

Evolving in your identity and your style

Oscar

Opening up to other understandings of the world through Gore

Arta

Something beautiful is hidden behind ordeal, a lesson in patience

Elias

How to raise your children to become loving human beings

Sara

Why did I become a vegetarian?

Beyza

How to argue well: the example of free sanitary pads

Célia

Learning to have dreams and to guide them

Margaux

Questions about childbirth

Victoriane

How to have more empathy

Nathan

Filling the void with more imagination

Kasia

Being a witch in modern times

India

Positive Thinking

Raphé

How to educate people through music, without telling them what to do

Léa

How to get through the “during” and the “after” bullying at school?

